
Operating Instructions – Remote Buttons 
 
Selecting between Drive and Drive Economy mode. 
The driver may select between Drive and Drive Economy mode by pressing the LOCK button once. The green 
LED will toggle on or off indicating which mode is activated. The Function LED is On for Drive mode and Off for 
Drive Economy mode. When the driver is at high RPM’s in Drive Economy and press the LOCK button the 
Function LED will go on but the Automatic Gearbox Computer AGC will not shift to 3rd gear until a safe RPM 
level is reached. 
 
Selecting Tiptronic Mode. 
To go in Tiptronic mode, press the UNLOCK button once. The AGC will go to Tiptronic mode and freeze in the 
current gear. No gearshift will take place. The green LED will flash indicating Tiptronic mode. It may be in 
Tiptronic Manual or Tiptronic Auto depending on the Tiptronic Auto Selection bit under programming. To shift 
gears the driver may press the LOCK button for up-shift, or UNLOCK button for down-shift once, for each gear 
shift. Keep in mind that a 3 second time limit between selections is enforced to give the gearbox time to do the 
manual shift action. There is also a rev limit placed on shifts to protect the gearbox from over revving. This means 
that if the engine RPM are too high, the AGC will not allow a lower gear to be shifted. The same goes for up-shift. 
If RPM’s are too low, higher gears will not be shifted. 
 
Selecting Automatic Mode. 
To go back to Automatic mode, press the LOCK button twice with a half second interval. The LED will stop 
flashing and go to the same state as it was in Automatic mode. This means that Tiptronic will not affect the state of 
the Automatic mode. If it was in Drive Economy it will go back to Drive Economy mode. 
 
Selecting Automatic Towing Mode. 
This mode will always start in de-activated mode when the AGC is switched on. To go to Automatic Towing 
mode, press the LOCK button twice with a half second interval.  The Function LED will flash once and Towing 
mode is activated. To de-activate Towing mode while driving, press the LOCK button twice with a half second 
interval.  The LED will flash twice and Towing mode is de-activated. It will also be de-activated when the car is 
switched off. If the Function LED is on in Drive mode, it will flash off once or twice. If the LED is off in Drive 
Economy mode it will flash on once or twice.  
 
For setting up the AGC please refer to the installation manual. 
Note! The Gearbox computer must be upgraded to LG3.3R for correct operation. 
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